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Introduction
Reaching large audiences
with entertainment
education messages requires
the use of modern/trending
and high impact
communication channels.
Program/ message
promotion on TV and Radio
are capital intensive and
highly competitive.
This paper showcases how
unconventional and
emerging channels of sharing
and distribution were used to
promote family planning use
through the distribution of a
TV drama series, Newman
Street, using CDs.

Method
Cds, in which the Newman
Street TV drama series had
been recorded, were
strategically distributed
among community
structures, including food
vendors (Mai shayi) and
popular networks (Viewing
centers) for free public
viewing and sharing with
individuals using memory
sticks, over a two-month
period.
Distribution tracking
documented a gradual but
increasing number of
participating centers and
requests for the sequel to the
26- episode drama series.

Result
After a two-month period preceding the distribution of 300 CDs (seasons 1
and 2 of the drama), 61 outlets played it by episode for public viewing; 6
outlets downloaded the drama using memory sticks and, 8 individuals shared
with multiple friends.
Viewing centers were more likely to reach larger populations of people even
though average frequency of viewing per week is 4, and dependent on
broadcast schedule of league football matches.
Frequency of viewing at food vendor structures was highest due to a morning
and evening daily business schedule.

Conclusion
• Packaging entertainment
education TV and Radio drama
serials on CDs, memory sticks
and cards frees drama
audiences from fixed/
regimental broadcast times that
are dependent on electricity or
the internet.
• Indigenous food vendors and
viewing centers have evolved
over time to include
entertainment facilities that
transform both structure and
space.
• These spaces and networks
will grow and evolve alongside
SBCC to fit the lifestyle of their
customers, strategically
positioning them for
communication interventions in
low resource settings.
.

